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Studying Developer Eye Movements to Measure Cognitive
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Eye movement data provides valuable insights that help test hypotheses about a software developer’s compre-
hension process. The pupillary response is successfully used to assess mental processing effort and attentional
focus. Relatively little is known about the impact of expertise level in cognitive effort during programming
tasks. This paper presents a quantitative analysis that compares the eye movements of 207 experts and novices
collected while solving program comprehension tasks. The goal is to examine changes of developers’ eye
movement metrics in accordance with their expertise. The results indicate significant increase in pupil size
with the novice group compared to the experts, explaining higher cognitive effort for novices. Novices also tend
to have a significant number of fixations and higher gaze time compared to experts when they comprehend
code. Moreover, a correlation study found that programming experience is still a powerful indicator when
explaining expertise in this eye-tracking dataset among other expertise variables.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Different programming expertise levels require a different mental workload to solve a compre-
hension task [45]. Program comprehension is a cognitive process that allows developers to use
their knowledge along with a mental model to acquire information from the code and draw their
conclusions [23]. There are also a number of studies that show reading and comprehending source
code is very different from reading and understanding natural language prose [13, 22]. Thus, study-
ing how experts and novices differ in reading code is important since the results from studies on
reading natural language texts do not apply well. Over the years, researchers have made many
attempts to measure programming expertise and try to evaluate programmers’ activities with
respect to their expertise [6, 23]. Additionally, studies attempt to understand developers’ behav-
iors during programming activities corresponding to their expertise level, such as in source code
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comprehension [12, 24, 62], maintenance [67], and debugging [5, 66]. Previous studies measure
the expertise in fairly straightforward ways, including questionnaires [24], years of programming
experience, education level [1, 13, 41, 50], and how programmers self-evaluate their expertise [23].
Other studies use eye-tracking technologies to study the effect of expertise levels on comprehension
during code reading [15], reviewing [65], summarization [51], and differences between the expertise
and professional status of software developers in class diagram comprehension [61].

In this paper we are particularly interested in assessing the expertise level of software developers
in the workplace along with students studying and learning to program. This is a difficult problem
for a number of reasons. Factors such as new programming languages [59] (each suited for specific
applications/domains), the need of being up to date with current (and ever-changing) technologies,
and the availability and expansion of learning resources all play a part in developer expertise.
There is a need to redefine expertise beyond using professional status, education level, or years of
programming experience. Moreover, with improvements in the field of software engineering, there
needs to be a consistent evolution in developer expertise assessment. One example of this is adopting
more holistic methods for developer expertise evaluation in a realistic development environment
while conducting programming activities (e.g., eye movement tracking of code reading). We do not
claim that eye movements are the only measure. However, using eye movements in addition to
other measures should provide valuable insight to improve processes and tools.

The objective of this study is to provide a reliable approach to characterize developers’ expertise
level as expert/novice via studying their eye movement data. Our intention is that results from such
studies will provide a means to develop automated approaches to assessing expertise level based on
eye movements. This study also aims to make use of the eye movement metrics to uncover distinct
patterns that can differentiate between developers in a program comprehension task related to
their expertise. We see this as the first step in further refining measures leading up to expertise
prediction. Here we are specifically interested in pupillometry, the measurement of fluctuations in
pupil diameter in response to a given stimulus (i.e., reading source code). In terms of analyzing
pupillometry data before comparing subjects, we need to define pupil peak values. One can then
identify the changes in the pupil sizes relative to the baseline for each developer up to each threshold.
According to the Beatty reviews in 1982 [8], Hakerem and Sutton provide one of the first attempts
of pupillometric analyses at the visual threshold [30]. We adopt this approach, which is presented
and used previously in multiple studies to analyze pupil dilation [21, 25, 42].
Pupil size is influenced by cognitive load and tends to dilate up to 0.5 mm above its relative

baseline value [8, 9, 60]. Many early studies have shown the effects of cognitive workload effect on
pupil size [31, 32, 47]. Moreover, pupil dilation is used in many studies as a measure to study mental
workload [7, 43], to explore the relationship between cognitive ability and the pupil baseline [64]
and to combine pupil dilation with other physiological measurements to assess cognitive load [33].

This work uses the changes in the pupillary response of expert/novice developers as an indicator
of the underlying cognitive efforts the subject performs. In order to provide a valid dilation analysis
and to perform a fair comparison between developers, this study includes developers who solve tasks
in the same language (Java). The results show that less experienced developers have statistically
higher average fixations of dilated pupils than skilled developers. This suggests that novices apply
more attentional focus and mental effort to solve the comprehension task compared to expert
developers. The goal of the paper is to explore how years of programming experience influence
the visual behavior of developers during comprehension. To achieve this goal, this paper seeks to
address three research questions:

• RQ1: What is the best representative measurement for estimating expertise that shows a best
connection with eye-tracking metrics?
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• RQ2: Using eye movement measurements: fixation counts, total fixation duration, lines of code
read, saccade length and saccade duration, to what degree do experts differ from novices?

• RQ3: To determine the differences between the cognitive load effort of experts and novices,
can a developer’s pupillary response contribute to assessing expertise?

This paper makes the following fundamental scientific contributions: 1) This is the first study to
assess the differences between software developer cognitive workload using a pupillary response
analysis in the context of expertise; 2)We study the relationship betweenmultiple types of developer
expertise metrics and their eye movement metrics; 3) The work provides evidence that the changes
in the eye movement metrics are influenced by the developer’s expertise level (novices/experts); and
4) We identify multiple eye movement-based metrics extracted from the largest publicly available
eye tracking dataset (EMIP) [11] of 207 developers. This is the largest publicly available eye tracking
data set of software comprehension tasks collected by a multi-institutional team, available to date.
The results of this study support previous work on this topic however, give far greater credence as
we examine unstudied measures and utilize a much larger data set. This provides much stronger
evidence that a model for (accurate) automated expertise assessment can be constructed.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
We now present related work in pupil dilation and its connection to cognitive load followed by
related work comparing experts and novices in program comprehension (a subfield of software
engineering).

2.1 Pupil Dilation and Cognitive Load
In several studies researchers have used eye movement metrics to gain deep insights and to
understand the ongoing cognitive process while solving programming problems. For these studies,
pupil size is the most commonly used metric to assess the mental workload [8, 32, 37]. In one of the
early research studies, which was released in 1982, Beatty conducted an empirical study reviewing
multiple datasets from different domains [8]. They conclude that pupil dilation is a valid indicator
of the cognitive workload that was applied when performing a mental process. In comparison,
Klingner proposed a new method to study the quick cognitive load changes by aligning the gaze
events with pupil dilation [42]. This method allowed for an analysis of participants’ pupillary
responses in a short time when understanding the visual tasks. This alignment has also successfully
captured the variation that happens in pupil diameter sizes while subjects are changing between
multiple types of tasks. Fritz et al. performed an empirical experiment to capture the cognitive
process while working with difficult/easy tasks [25] and use multiple types of psycho-physiological
measurements. They find that pupil dilation and blink rates are two valuable metrics that respond
relative to working with difficult tasks.

Further research has found the same connection and concluded that there are many advantages
of using pupil response as a cognitive workload measurement during interactive tasks [37], driving
[48], in real-time during web browsing [39], and also using pupil dilation with blinking rate to study
the performed mental efforts [34, 35, 63]. Additionally, we believe that studying the changes of
developers’ pupillary response while solving comprehension problems with considering developers’
expertise level would provide a better understanding of expert/novice differences in cognitive
processing. Thus, our study mainly relies on the analysis of individual pupil size changes as an
interpretation of the mental workload that occurs during comprehension tasks. Kontogiorgos and
Manikas propose a theoretical idea about how expertise level could influence the programmers’
mental effort [44]. They hypothesize that novice developers have a higher cognitive load compared
to experts while performing programming tasks. Their work intends to identify programmers’
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cognitive activity by measuring the pupillary response. Our work presented here confirms and
empirically supports Kontogiorgos’ initial hypothesis by providing an in-depth analysis of the
pupil dilation changes in the novice group and comparing it to experts. However, the findings of
this paper draw upon following different methodology than Kontogiorgos attempts to examine the
connection between expertise level (expert/novices) and the performed cognitive effort; testing
pupil dilation at multiple maximum points instead of taking one average of dilation of all fixations.
Also, we control the expertise variable using the years of programming experience rather than using
a combination of independent variables (age, years of experience, and education) as in Kontogiorgos’
study.

2.2 Comparing Experts and Novices in Program Comprehension
In the debugging domain, Bednarik [10] compared the debugging strategies of expert and novice
developers who alternate between three display methods: the source code, the code visualization,
and the output. They found that experts tend to use the source code more, while novices focus on the
code visualization and use repetitive fixations. Aljehane at el. showed differences between experts
and novices in reading the source code elements [3]. Considering all the identified source code parts
in the study, experts showed the ability to comprehend and finish the task using fewer source code
elements than novices. The study’s results also showed that the differences are significant when
reading keywords, method signatures, identifiers, and variable declarations. Moreover, novices
have significantly higher gaze visits when looking at more details such as names and operators
in if-then-else statements. In terms of providing analysis at the token level, recent work by Madi
et al. [46] focused on studying the impacts of token frequency and length in developers’ reading
strategies. They demonstrated these impacts by analyzing eight eye-related measures for the studied
source code token. They found statistical evidence against the null hypothesis when comparing
low and high frequency tokens in gaze time and total duration measurements, especially in the
novices group. They also found that the length of the source code element has a significant effect
on the duration needed to read over tokens for novice programmers.

Abid et al. conducted an eye-tracking study to explain the developers’ cognitive model followed
while reading programs during a summarization task [1]. The result showed no significant dif-
ferences in the reading model between experts and novices, and programmers mostly used the
bottom-up approach while reading the code. Nevertheless, novices record more gaze time than
experts when performing the bottom-up reading approach. A more detailed analysis was done on
the same collected dataset [2] that replicates and overcomes the limitation in the prior eye-tracking
study conducted by Rodeghero et al. [51]. In this study, Abid et al. [2] compared the developers gaze
behaviors collected in a more realistic environment using the iTrace eye tracking infrastructure
[53][29]. They showed that on summarization tasks, developers tend to read more on the method
body than just the signature. Also, while the method size increased, experts showed a significantly
higher gaze when revisiting the method body than when revisiting its signature. Abid et al. found
that for both developer groups, the call terms are the most focused location for programmers
in reading the code during summarization activity, followed by control flow terms then method
signatures.

None of the above studies assess developers’ cognitive load, using pupillometry data, with regards
to expertise. This work uses the developers’ years of programming experience to evaluate their
expertise and also features the first attempt to use pupillary response to evaluate the differences
between experts’ and novices’ cognitive workloads during comprehension activities.
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3 STUDY DESIGN
This section introduces the dataset being analyzed, eye-tracking metrics that we use to assess
expertise during comprehension activities, the participants’ descriptions relative to their expertise
evaluation and finally, the process of cleaning and transforming the dataset.

3.1 Dataset
This analysis uses the EMIP dataset known formally as the Distributed Collection of Eye Movement
Data in Programming [11]. This dataset is part of the EMIP international workshop, which started
in 2013. Due to the lack of availability of a large eye movement dataset, multiple labs from different
countries contributed to an eye-tracking experiment to enrich the research field with a large gaze
dataset. The same settings were used at each location since the laptop and tracker were shipped to
each researcher in order for them to conduct the study in the same setup. They use the SMI RED 250
remote tracker to record the data which was shipped to the participants with all the instructions
about running the experiment. To date, the published EMIP dataset has the eye gaze data of 216
participants who conducted the program comprehension experiment with two visual stimuli which
are available in three different programming languages. The two programming tasks are called
Rectangle and Vehicle, each of which includes a class that matches the name of the task. Subjects
were asked to choose a programming language between Java, Python, or Scala with which to start
the experiment. After they finish reading the code, participants are asked to solve a comprehension
question (multiple choice selection, free-form answer on what is the output, and free-form answer
on summarizing the code) to assess their understanding of the code. The majority of the subjects
use Java (207 participants), with five data points in Python, and four in Scala. In this analysis, we
use the eye-tracking data for participants who use the Java stimulus only.

3.2 Measures
Researchers examine and employ a wide range of eye-tracking measurements in previous software
engineering eye-tracking studies [56–58]. In our study, we use ten eye-related metrics to analyze
the data and assess the participants’ visual attention efforts. These eye-related measurements fall
into three categories: fixation metrics, saccade metrics, and pupil size metrics. All measures are
available at https://osf.io/rsqdx/ [4].

3.2.1 Fixation Metrics. A fixation [20, 49] happens when the eye is focused and stabilized on one
location within the source code elements for a short time. The following fixations-related metrics
are included in this study:

• Number of Fixations: The total number of fixations that the subject used over the pro-
gramming tasks (Rectangle.java and Vehicle.java). This metric is calculated for both tasks
that the participant used after cleaning the data and removing all invalid eye records. Many
of the previous eye-tracking studies use fixation metrics to detect and measure either the
search efficiency [26, 38] or to find the most focused areas of interest [18, 65]. Overall, a
higher number of fixations indicates a lower efficiency (more visual effort to complete task)
to search for relevant information in an area of interest (AOI) or stimuli.

• Line Coverage: This metric represents the percentage of lines the participant looked at from
all the program lines. Eye gazes are mapped to the corresponding source code line number
by using the information provided with the EMIP dataset [11]. The stimulus information
included with the dataset shows the lines coordinates for each program. The area of interest
(AOI) model proposed by Deitelhoff et al., is used in the mapping process between the eye
records and the code lines; this allows the researchers to capturing more AOIs (i.e., lines of
code) that are used in comprehending the code [19]. This AOI model approach utilizes the gap
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) The timeline of the pupil diameter(mm) for novices (N=62) at the beginning of reading during the
first trial (Rectangle.java), where the baseline averaged to 3.61 mm from the first 15 samples. (b) The timeline
of the pupil diameter(mm) for expert (E1) at the beginning of reading during the first trial (Vehicle.java),
where the baseline averaged to 2.57 mm from the first 15 samples.

between the code lines due to the possibility of having fixations that fall in that space. Using
this approach improves the number of fixations mapped to the correct line number. However,
our intent when calculating the line coverage metric is to capture more AOI transitions in
the mapping process, and this requirement is satisfied and proven by Deitelhoff et al. [19].

• Sum of Fixation Duration: This represents the sum of all intervals between two fixations.
Thus, we calculate the fixation duration that subjects use at each eye record by taking the
difference between the timestamp at one fixation (F𝑖 ) and the subsequent fixation (F𝑖+1).
However, fixation duration is used to get insight into developer performance and their overall
visual attention that require them to work on the task [10, 61]. A longer fixation duration
means that the participants spend more time understanding and analyzing the task [17]
due to code complexity [14] or defect difficulty [16], and more cognitive effort is needed to
explore the given tasks [55]. Although fixation counts and gaze time represent developers’
visual efforts to perform programming tasks, they are not correlated [57].

3.2.2 Saccade Metrics. A saccade happens between two consecutive fixations. It is a form of
navigation behavior. No processing happens during saccades.

• Saccade Length:This study defines the saccade length as the sum of the Euclidean distance
between consecutive fixations divided by the number of saccades [56].

• Saccade Duration:In this study, saccade duration represents the sum of the duration of all
saccades divided by the total number of saccades.

3.2.3 Pupil Size Metrics. When the pupil gets dilated, it allows for more light in the eye. However,
it happens in different conditions such as in low light situations or as a result of changes in the
cognitive efforts of the person [21, 27, 28]. Thus, pupil dilation can provide a sensitive index to
reflect the cognitive challenges when working on a difficult task [25, 40, 43]. Therefore, instead
of using the exact pupil diameter this study’s analysis uses the pupil dilations to measure the
differences in memory load between the two groups (experts/novices) [42] as follows.

• Pupil dilation: This represents the increase in the pupil’s diameter size measured in mm.
Since pupil size can increase up to 0.5mm as a response to an increase in cognitive load, here,
we consider four maximum values in our study’s analysis (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) to capture small
changes in pupil size increasing over the baseline.
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We exclude the changes of 0.5mm in the pupil size analysis because only a few developers
have recorded dilation up to this point, especially with experts (only 13 experts). We use a
baseline interval of 60ms (15 samples) from starting the task (reading the code) and take into
account the trial with which the subject starts. Furthermore, we detect the baseline as the
average of the developer’s pupil size in the first 60𝑚𝑠 after starting fixations on the target
(code). For each developer, the relative pupil dilations are obtained by subtracting the baseline
value from each pupil diameter value in the trial. Then, we calculate the percentage of the
fixations when a subject’s pupil gets dilated above their baseline in each tested point. Figure
1 shows the timeline of pupil diameter (100 samples) for both a novice (N62) and an expert
(E1) while reading the first trial.

3.3 Expertise Grouping
There are 207 participants we consider in this study. Their years of programming experience
ranged between zero and 56. Based on the fact that programming skill increases with the years of
experience in the field [67], and based on the findings of the first research question, we classify
experts and novices within the experimental group by using their years of programming experience.
The median value of the programming experience information provided by the participants (4
years) is used. Excluding those with none (zero) experience, which makes 16 participants out of
the total, there are 101 experts with 4+ years of experience, and 90 novices with 0.5 to 4 years of
programming experience. Most of the subjects who participated in the experiment fall within 1 to
10 programming years of experience.

3.4 Data Cleaning and Transformation
First, we extract the records related to each stimulus program (Rectangle.java and Vehicle.java,
with 18 - 22 LOC) from the raw data for every subject and save the result in csv files. We then
check the data for validity, including removing all records when the eye pupil dilation is zero. To
validate the comparison and make it easier to compare between participants’ eye measurements,
this analysis uses a common scale for all the data without changing the range between the values.
So, we utilize the min-max normalization to transform all the data records to the same scale by
subtracting the minimum from each value, then dividing the result by the difference between the
max and the min value (max-min scaling). Thus, the minimum value is transformed to zero, and the
maximum value is transformed to 1. This scaling was applied to the fixation metrics and saccade
metrics. However, for pupil metrics, there is no need to transform the data records to the same
scale. For each developer, the relative pupil dilations are obtained by subtracting the baseline value
from each pupil diameter value in the trial. Then, we calculate the percentage of the fixations when
the pupil gets dilated above their baseline at each tested point (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4). The process of
outlier removal for pupil dilation data is presented in Section 4.3.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We combine the Vehicle and Rectangle program results from the dataset for all 207 participants
(novices and experts) who read Java source code, creating a total of 414 data points. To compare
the studied eye-tracking measurements of the experts and novices and to find any significant
differences between them, we now seek to answer our research questions.

4.1 RQ1: Correlation Between Expertise and Eye Tracking Metrics
The answer to this question we show the correlation between expertise and eye-related metrics.
To overcome any errors by dividing the participants into two different groups of expertise we
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Fig. 2. Correlation matrix of the correlation coefficient result between eye-movement measurements and
expertise

ignore the variance between their years of programming. This in turn will allow for finding the best
metrics to use when explaining the differences in levels of expertise by using eye-related metrics.

We define a set of independent metrics that have been utilized in previous studies to assess and
measure developer expertise. All metadata related to subjects is provided with the EMIP dataset in
a separate file [11]. We use the following variables from the metadata to represent expertise:

• Time Programming: This metric is measured as years of practicing coding. In this analyzed
dataset (EMIP), the distribution of the subjects’ years of programming range between 0 and
56.

• Time Programming in Experiment language: This is measured as years of programming
in the experiment language Java. Relating to the analyzed dataset, 207 participants chose to
use Java programs to conduct the study. The subjects’ years of experience range between 0
to 30 years of using the Java programming language.

• Self-Evaluation in programming: This variable shows the developers’ self-evaluations
of their programming expertise. Subjects chose between none, low, medium, or high. The
metric receives one of the following values: 0 if the subject chooses none for programming
expertise, 1 for low, 2 for medium, and 3 for a developer with high expertise.
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• Self-Evaluation in experiment language: This metric aims to show how developers
evaluate their expertise in the Java programming language. It gets a value of 0, 1, 2, or 3
based on participants’ entries (none, low, medium, or high).

• Rectangle task performance and Vehicle task performance: This binary metrics take
a value of 1 if the developer solved the task correctly and a value of 0 if the developer does
not choose the correct answer.

To investigate RQ1, we determine the Spearman rank correlation between the extracted eye
movement parameters and the expertise metrics. Because of the highly skewed distribution of
the data, we adopt the non-parametric Spearman rank correlation, which does not assume either
normality distribution or linearity association between values, and is robust to outliers [52]. For
each pair of metrics, we compute the Spearman rank correlation coefficient to evaluate the strength
of the relationship between eye measurements and expertise variables. Figure 2 contains a color-
coded correlation matrix that shows the correlation results between expertise and gaze behavior
measurements. We observe that time programming is the expertise variable that correlates with
eye-related metrics with the highest correlation coefficient. Typically, a correlation coefficient with
the amount of time programming shows small to medium results | r𝑠 | > 0.1 and | r𝑠 | ⪯ 0.3 in all
eye-related metrics except for saccade duration and line coverage (Vehicle task).

We obtain a negative correlation between the fixation-related metrics, including fixations count
and total duration and the time of programming representing expertise level. Also, this correlation
is statistically significant with p < 0.0001. It is the same with pupil dilation parameters, as they
are negatively correlated with years of programming and statistically significant with p < 0.0001.
However, the time of programming correlates positively with saccade metrics, and it is statistically
significant with saccade length, and not with saccade duration. We have also noticed that the
correlation with pupil dilation increases with the pupil diameter. The metric of pupil size increased
up to 0.4 mm; this has the highest correlation results compared to other pupil-related metrics with
time programming (r𝑠 ≈ 0.3). However, the years of programming experience, in general, appears
to be the most accurate metric to use with eye-tracking parameters to estimate expertise in this
study. The same result is derived in the original dataset paper [11]. However, adding this paper’s
correlation analysis further strengthens the case for choosing the years of programming experience
to represent expertise statistically.
Discussion: Comparing correlation results across all expertise variables with eye movements

parameters shows that using the years of programming experience is the best variable choice
to explain overall expertise in this analysis. However, this connection’s results reveal insights
about the importance of focusing on teaching the programming logic regardless of the language’s
syntax for beginner programmers. Almost all of the parameters that captured the participants’
gaze reading behaviors correlated with programming time higher than that of the other expertise
metrics. Thus, we can conclude that expertise represented by the years of programming experience
can play an important role on the source code reading behaviors in this experiment. However, this
result does not exclude the fact that other expertise metrics could also have an impact on code
comprehension, which reflects on developers reading strategies. Nevertheless, in this experiment
measuring expertise by the time of programming was the best fit to interpret eye parameters
successfully. For this reason, replication experiments with different settings are important to
generalize the results, such as assigning participants in multiple groups with different programming
languages for each.

RQ1 Finding: Overall, the correlations of developers’ years of programming experience indicate
a small to a moderate relationship with each eye-tracking metric (except saccade duration and
line coverage in the Vehicle task) which performs the best association across approximately all
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Table 1. Eye tracking measures for experts vs. novices showing average of data values along with st. dev. (SD)

Eye Movement Measure Level of expertise Average of actual data SD

Number of Fixations Experts 12500.58 7516.89
Novices 14656.87 7046.74

Sum of Fixation Duration Experts 56474.88𝑚𝑠 30941.87
Novices 65341.34𝑚𝑠 30347.74

Saccade Length Experts 4.53° 4.58
Novices 4.17° 5.22

Saccade Duration Experts 5.9𝑚𝑠 6.65
Novices 5.1𝑚𝑠 7.03

expertise metrics. In addition, we provide empirical evidence that the more time spent practicing
programming regardless of the language that a developer is particularly interested in, the more
noticeable increase in the probability of reading programming code efficiently, alongwith decreasing
the cognitive workload and improving the program comprehension process. Because the existence
of a correlation does not necessarily mean causation, further investigation is needed to examine
the influence of expertise in a particular language or domain that would affect the developer
performance in other programming languages.

4.2 RQ2: Metrics Between Experts and Novices
Novices tend to have noticeably higher reading parameters with fixation-related metrics, whereas
experts record a higher average on their saccade-related metrics than that of the novice developers.
However, the line coverage measurement varies with the task performed. Table 1 shows the average
of the actual data in fixation and saccade metrics. To determine the significance, we test these
differences between experts and novices using the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test[36] based
on the normalized values. We apply the non-parametric Mann-Whitney test because the data is
not normally distributed. From Table 2, the results show that the difference between experts and
novices is statistically significant in fixation counts, total fixation duration, saccade length, and line
coverage in the Rectangle program. In the Vehicle trial, experts cover more lines in the program
than novices, but the difference is not significant. Thus, less skilled subjects exhibit more fixations
on the code with a longer gaze time duration and a shorter saccade length; which means they
perform short skips over the program lines more often than skilled subjects.

Number of Fixations: We find statistical evidence that novices use a higher amount of fixations
when comprehending the task. On a scaled average, experts use 0.29 fixations to comprehend the
source code, while novices need 0.07 more fixations to read the code. In the actual reading shown in
Table 1, experts averaged 12500.58 gaze visits in reading both trials, while novices have an average
of 14656.87 visits. Based on the computed probability and Z presented in Table 2, we show that the
difference between the two groups in the fixations is significant. The results of the non-parametric
Mann-Whitney test for the number of gaze code visit is (Z = -3.748, p = 0.00018) with a medium
effect size of d = 0.312. This result indicates that expertise influences the total number of fixations
required to understand the programs. This reading behavior was previously presented in the main
paper of the EMIP dataset[11], but here we shed light on the degree of these differences between
experts and novices when testing the significance of this result.

Total Fixation Duration: We find evidence that novices have a statistically significant higher
percentage of gaze time views of the source code than that of experts. Using actual duration in
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Table 2. Mann-Whitney test results of experts and novices in fixation-related and saccade-related metrics

Eye Movement Feature U 𝑝 Z Cohen’s d

Number of Fixations 14142 0.00018 -3.748 0.312
Sum of Fixation Duration 14190 0.00021 -3.703 0.309

Saccade Length 20808 0.01474 -2.439 0.077
Saccade Duration 19286 0.3046 -1.027 0.089

Line Coverage (Rectangle) 3791.5 0.04353 -2.019 0.35
Line Coverage (Vehicle) 4914.5 0.3266 -0.981 0.159

Table 1, experts averaged 56474.88 𝑚𝑠 of their gaze time viewing the programs while novices
spent 65341.34𝑚𝑠 of the duration reading and understanding the programs. We determined the
significance based on the computed Z and p values (as shown in Table 2). The results show that
the average novices’ fixation time is significantly higher than experts: U = 14190, p = 0.00021, Z =
-3.703 with a medium effect size of d ≈ 0.31.

This indicates that expert developers are more efficient in using their prior knowledge, thus
comprehending the task faster than novices. This observation aligns with the descriptive statistics
visualized in the EMIP dataset paper on the influence of expertise [11]. However, note that none
of the analysis done in this paper has been done in the dataset paper. The findings of this study
emerge from statistical analysis to provide further explanation about expertise effects on fixation
duration.
Saccade Length: It is observed that experts tend to make a longer saccade while reading the

programs than novices. The results of the average saccade length for all the source code show that
experts had an average length of 4.53 deg. while the novices’ average saccade length is 4.17 deg.
When testing this difference with the Mann-Whitney test, we find that the average experts’ saccade
is significantly higher than that of novices’, with p = 0.01474, Z = -2.439, U = 20808, and a small
Cohen’s effect size d = 0.07. This result was also observed previously by findings in Busjahn et al.
[13]: that experts are better when deciding where to look in the code and can therefore make larger
skips to find important parts to understand the program.
Saccade Duration: Related to the saccade duration, we find in this analysis that the saccade

duration for the experts lasted between 4𝑚𝑠 and 50.75𝑚𝑠 for each saccade, whereas the novices
spent from 4𝑚𝑠 to 83.816𝑚𝑠 in each saccade. On average, experts recorded longer saccade durations
than the novices by using on average 6𝑚𝑠 on saccades per task, while novices took an average of
5.1𝑚𝑠 . However, this difference is not significant between experts and novices for saccade duration
(p = 0.3046, Z = -1.027) with a small effect size d ≈ 0.1 (Table 2).

Discussion: Although the result does not show any significant difference between experts and
novices in saccade duration, experts used a higher average of saccade duration than novices, thus
showing that experts tend to be more efficient/non-linear when reading the source code. We can
conclude that although experts used a significantly lower fixation count than the novices, they
spent enough time at each fixation to acquire the information they need to comprehend the task.
Thus, experts in this experiment are better at reading the task with less fixation and time but with
more focus.

Line Coverage: Reading the Rectangle task shows that novices recorded a higher average of line
coverage than that of the experts. From mapping the fixation counts to the line number coordinates
using the no vertical margins method [19], we find that novices read 20% of the Rectangle class lines,
while experts covered about 17% of the code lines. This difference between experts and novices
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in their code reading coverage is significant with a medium effect size ( p = 0.04353, Z = -2.019, d
= 0.35). However, with the second task the results show that the average of reading code lines in
the expert group is higher than that of the novice group, with 19% for experts and 17% for novices.
Nevertheless, this result is not significant for this task ( p = 0.3266, Z = -0.981, d = 0.159).

Fig. 3. Participant correctness level for Java code in Rectangle and Vehicle stimuli

Discussion:With studying reading behavior of developers, researchers have determined that
experts and novices read code differently when it comes to code word coverage [13], or even in more
fine-grained level reading source code elements [3][46]. Thus, this study’s result in analyzing reading
behavior at line level for the Rectangle task matches those found in previous findings. However,
the developers’ performance of the Vehicle task may explain the different reading strategies by
developers. In the Vehicle task, only 47 developers solved the task and comprehended it correctly,
while 160 did not answer the comprehension questions correctly. Figure 3 shows the participants’
correctness results for those who chose Java for each task with expertise consideration. According
to the authors of the EMIP dataset experiment, subjects understood the main idea of the program
but missed the tricky part of the effect on the Vehicle speed by passing a negative number to the
acceleration method [11].

RQ2 Finding: To summarize, we find strong statistical evidence concerning the usefulness of eye
tracking measurements in the context of assessing expertise, confirming the findings of previous
studies. Novice developers have significantly higher fixations with longer durations to comprehend
the code than expert developers. Moreover, we observe that experts tend to make longer saccade
lengths when moving between the code elements and longer saccade durations than novices.

4.3 RQ3: Cognitive Load and Pupillary Response
Addressing this research question aims to detect evidence about expertise impact on the cognitive
process of subjects. Therefore, for each developer, we study their pupillary responses to the reading
and understanding process of the two visual stimuli, after which we provide an interpretation of
the differences between the experts/novices groups.

We apply outlier filtering on the dilation data, as it is likely to have errors caused by blinking [60].
We calculate the boxplot over the fixations with dilation up to 0.1mm. The outliers include data of
23 participants for both Rectangle and Vehicle tasks. Six of 23 had no dilation i.e., the differences
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Table 3. Mann-Whitney test results of experts and novices in pupil-related metrics

Pupil Dilation U 𝑝 Z Cohen’s d

Pupil Size Increase 0.1 12533 0.00934 - 2.599 0.519
Pupil Size Increase 0.2 11500 0.000104 - 3.882 0.52
Pupil Size Increase 0.3 11813 0.000204 - 3.714 0.447
Pupil Size Increase 0.4 11988 0.000049 - 4.059 0.37

between their pupil dilation and baseline was zero. This is likely due to their wearing of glasses
that can affect tracking. After the removal of these data points, all analysis is done with the data
after the boxplot outlier removal was complete. After removing all outliers (35 data points) we are
left with 379 data points included in the analysis out of all 414 data points.

We compared the distributions of the increase in pupil size above the baseline; for all the tested
peak values. Novices show a significantly higher average of fixations with dilated pupils than
experts. For a pupil size increase by 0.1𝑚𝑚, the results show that novices have a higher average
of fixations with dilated pupils than the experts. Experts have 7.73% of their fixations where their
pupil sizes tend to be dilated up to 0.1𝑚𝑚, while novices recorded an increase in the pupillary
response with 12.17% of the total fixations. The same trend is discovered when comparing the
average of fixations with dilated pupils up to 0.2𝑚𝑚. We notice that novices have pupil dilations
more often (7.9% of their fixations) than those of experts (2.3% of their fixations).

In the case of the differences at 0.3𝑚𝑚, the analysis shows that less than 1% of experts’ fixations
have an increase in pupil diameter size up to 0.3𝑚𝑚, whereas novices have an average of 3.2% of
these same fixations. The results are similar with the differences at 0.4𝑚𝑚; we find that on average,
novices’ fixations with a pupil dilation up to 0.4𝑚𝑚 is 1.2% of their total gaze distribution, compared
to experts who recorded less than 1% of fixations (0.34%) with their pupil dilated up to the same
value.

Testing these differences between experts and novices in the pupillary response using the Mann-
Whitney test shows that the difference is statistically significant in all tested maximum values of
pupil dilation above the chosen baseline. The analysis shows that the significance increased with
the pupil size from 0.1𝑚𝑚 to 0.4𝑚𝑚, but the tested effect size decreased (Table 3). As shown in
Table 3, based on the calculated p and Z values, we reject the null-hypothesis that stated there is no
difference between experts and novices in their pupillary response, which represents the cognitive
workload. When data of both trials are combined, the results of the Mann Whitney test for the
increase in pupil diameter up to 0.1𝑚𝑚 and 0.2𝑚𝑚 is ( U = 12533, p = 0.00934, Z = -2.599 with a
large Cohen’s d effect size of d = 0.519) and ( U = 11500, p < 0.001, Z = -3.882 with a large Cohen’s
d effect size of d = 0.52), respectively. Similarly, we found evidence that the difference between
experts and novices in their pupil dilation up to 0.3 and 0.4𝑚𝑚 is statistically significant with a
medium effect size ( U = 11813, p < 0.001, Z = -3.714, Cohen’s d = 0.447, for pupil size increasing up
to 0.3𝑚𝑚) and ( U = 11988, p < 0.0001, Z = -4.059, Cohen’s d = 0.37, for pupil size increasing up to
0.4𝑚𝑚).

Discussion:We found evidence that pupil size corresponds with expertise level. Novices show a
significantly higher average of fixations with an increase in their pupil sizes relative to the baseline.
We can therefore conclude that less expert developers perform a higher workload effort and focused
attention while processing the comprehension tasks which support the hypothesis that is reported
by Kontogiorgos and Manikas [44]. This may suggest that novices see the task as difficult which
explains the increase in their pupil size. The task difficulty is also assessed by Fritz et al. [25] and
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Hess et al. [31]. Since age might affect the pupil diameter, we ran a quick test and found that pupil
dilation tends to go up in response to age (positive correlation), however, for this data set, this very
weak correlation (r𝑠 | < 0.1) shows that age has not much effect on pupil dilation.

RQ3 Finding: This study aims to characterize changes in ocular responses, such as pupil
dilations. Within all tested pupil diameter values, the analysis identifies significant differences
between experts and novices in the pupillary response; these range between medium and large
effect sizes. This result would suggest that since the pupillary response is a promising measure of
mental effort, it can be used successfully (along with other eye-tracking metrics) to find developer
differences in terms of expertise levels.

4.4 Study Implications
These results can be applied to introduce an automatic approach i.e., build a prediction model for
expertise with the incorporation of eye movement parameters. We also believe that this result
can open the door for new strategies for testing and ranking programmers’ skills. It is debatable
how to accurately determine the expertise level of developers. Moreover, studies have shown that
expertise is more about cognitive skills and making the right decision that reflects on the expert’s
performance [54]. Thus, the incorporation of eye-tracking technology can add a more reliable
way to assess expertise depending on how the developer traverses through the task. In such a
situation, identifying expertise can be a valuable aid to provide appropriate help for students who
demonstrate less understanding indicated by, for example, an increase in pupil size, more fixations
on some area of the code and longer gaze time, or reading the task line by line. These implications
are directly applicable to education and practice.

5 THREATS TO VALIDITY
Construct Validity: We note that there is some limitation related to deciding the pupil diameter
baseline value for participants. Since the study is conducted by extracting the metrics from a
previously published dataset, it is likely that there are other factors that could have possibly affected
the pupil diameter, such as maintaining the light brightness in the experiment setting. Relatedly, to
reduce the effect on calculation accuracy and to overcome this limitation, we sample and average
participants’ pupil diameter in the first 15 samples of the starting trial to estimate the pupil baseline
value rather than using a specific value. We have noticed that the dilation starts after this baseline
interval 60𝑚𝑠 , as shown in Figure 1. The risk of having a bias in pupil dilation may arise due to
the issue of having different settings. Thus, we calculate the baseline after they start to read the
code and then study changes in the pupil size thorough the task. This step would assure that the
cognitive load is the only changing variable between the baseline and finishing the task. Fixation
counts are inherently dependent on the time on task especially if the time is different for each
participant as in our study. We mitigate this risk by also using fixation durations (based indirectly
on time on task overall), which we show differs between experts and novices as seen in Table 1.
An alternate way to account for different task durations would be to use the fixations per second
metric for counts.

Internal Validity: As developers read the code for comprehension purposes and as our goal is to
assess expertise in a realistic environment, we removed developers with no years of programming
experience from the analysis. Including these may have strongly affected the time and the number
of gaze visits due to the completely lack of programming experience. In addition, it can be argued
that reading the code for comprehension purposes may have affected the way that the participants
read the programs. As such, they dedicated more fixations, gaze time, and mental effort to fully
understand the code. However, we could eliminate these factor effects because the subjects did not
know before starting the experiment what type of comprehension question they would be given.
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External Validity: We believe that these results are generalizable to similar programming tasks
and small code snippets.

Conclusion Validity: All appropriate statistical assumptionswere tested before standard inferential
statistics were run on the data.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The paper aims to develop a basic scientific understanding of how we can use eye movement
metrics, collected during comprehension tasks, to find a distinctive pattern that assesses developers’
expertise levels (expert/novice). Our findings, compared to the results of earlier studies that use
eye-tracking measures to characterize expertise, add strong evidence that cognitive load analysis
can be an effective measurement of expertise. Novice programmers exhibit more fixations and
longer durations compared to experts. In applying the analysis of pupil responses between experts
and novices, our results show the degree of dilation from the baseline in both groups. Based on these
observations, we conclude that eye-movement data contains valuable insights about programmers’
skills and levels of expertise.
Our overarching objective in conducting this study is to ultimately develop a model for the

automatic classification of coding expertise based on eye-tracking measures. Such a model, if
accurate, has very practical applications in both educational and workplace settings. The model can
potentially be used for the assessment of student learning outcomes in programming courses or as
a method for unbiased placement of students in computer science programming course sequences.
The latter is a difficult problem to do accurately in practice. In the workplace, the model has the
potential to assess an individual’s skills and recommend appropriate training to improve expertise.
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